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This is the 2022 workshop of the PSI Global LRG Network’s Working Group on Occupational Safety and Health – OSH (WG3).  
 

BACKGROUND 
LRG workers face specific challenges to access many labour and trade union rights, including OSH rights. They often face 

daunting OSH risks and are particularly exposed to a wide range of both physical and psychosocial hazards, including third-

party violence as they deal directly with service users. Some LRG professions can be particularly dangerous by their nature 

(e.g. waste collection and disposal, water and sanitation, public emergency services; green space, public building and 

road maintenance; burial services; social services, etc.).2 New OSH challenges have emerged during the pandemic, while 

old ones have become much more apparent. Waste workers – already at great risk of contamination and disease in 

normal times – have had to collect and dispose of contaminated medical waste, while disinfecting public space, 

sometimes with very poor and inadequate means.  
 

The International Labour Conference 2022 has approved the right to a safe and healthy working environment as the 5th 

fundamental principle of Decent Work as intended by the International Labour Organisation (ILO). This means that as of 

now, even ILO member states that have not ratified key OSH conventions have an obligation to comply with them to all 

workplaces - both in the public and private sector - and the obligation to respect, fulfil and promote OSH covers both 

workers' physical and mental health. However, LRG often workers receive little or no access to training and ignore their 

OSH rights. The lack of professionalisation of their category among public service workers in several countries – jointly 

with the lack of public investment in local public services – exacerbate the OSH challenges of LRG workers. The strategic 

role OSH played in local public service continuation and resilience through the Covid pandemic prompted the first ever 

joint PSI-United Cities and Local Government (UCLG) declaration “Strong local public services for a safe world”. 

 

OBJECTIVES 
OSH has been identified by PSI’s LRG Global Network as a strategic area of work and included in its Action Plan 2022-2027 to: 
 

• Identify LRG profession-specific OSH priorities shared by PSI affiliates worldwide 

• Develop shared guidance, union checklists and training materials on the key OSH challenges around those priority 

LRG professions - including specific PPE, Covid-related and other vaccine needs - around which to organize workers 

• Empower LRG affiliates to demand and win the setup of joint union-management joint OSH workplace committees 

with LRG employers, and use them as an entry point to progressively build or strenghten a practice of social dialogue 

and collective bargaining 

• Identify strategic areas for OSH research of immediate, actionable interest to LRG workers. 

 

 

 
1 Languages will be confirmed based on registrations received minimum 1 week prior to the event. PSI may consider interpretation into 
additional languages subject to registrations and budget constraints. 
2 Even if they can be LRG workers, this WG will not look at the OSH dimension of Health Workers, which is dealt with in PSI’s Health Sector. 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_dialogue/---lab_admin/documents/publication/wcms_850673.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_dialogue/---lab_admin/documents/publication/wcms_850673.pdf
https://www.uclg.org/sites/default/files/eng_joint_uclg-psi_statement.pdf
https://pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/sites/default/files/documents/research/en_lrg-municipal_charter_updated.pdf
https://pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/36b636b4-eab3-42fc-94d2-5f6d82af6e9e_2021_EN_LRG_Conf_Action_Plan.pdf
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DRAFT AGENDA 
 

13h00-13h10 – Welcome & Discussion Framing 

 
13h10-14h00 (50’) 
§1 Occupational Safety and Health in LRG services: key challenges and opportunities  
Opening contributions by:  

• Jon Richards, Assistant General Secretary, UNISON, UK 

• Joaquim Pintado Nunes, Chief of the Labour Administration, Labour Inspection and Occupational Safety and 
Health Branch of the Governance and Tripartism Department of the International Labour Organization (ILO)  

Followed by Q&A 
 
14h00-14h50 (50’)  
§2 Trade union OSH strategies to organise and win rights and conditions in LRG workplaces in 
Opening contributions by:  

• José Maria Cobano Nuñez, Federal Secretary for OSH and the Environment, UGT-Servicios Públicos, Spain 

• Aisha Bahadur, Projects Officer, Union Development, PSI 
Followed by Q&A 
 
14h50-15h30 (40’) - §3 WG3 Member Discussions in Breakout Rooms by language   
 

15.30-15.45 (15’) - §4 Plenary Reporting  
 

15.45-16.00 (15’)  - Conclusions and Next Steps 
 

GUIDANCE QUESTIONS  
• What LRG professions should be prioritised by PSI to develop OSH guidance and check lists? What are their immediate 
specific OSH challenges? 
• What do LRG unions need the most as OSH tools? E.g. shared guidance, union checklists and training materials, others? 
• What good practice and exemples do we already have wintin our global LRG community? Please share your material! 
• How can LRG unions demand and win the setup of joint union-management OSH workplace committees in LRG workplaces? 

• How can we use OSH joint committees as an entry point to progressively build or stranghten a practice of social dialogue and 

collective bargaining? 

• What areas of OSH research are strategic and of immediate and actionable interest to LRG workers? 
 

SAMPLE OF OSH RESOURCES BY PSI UNIONS REPRESENTING LRG WORKERS 

• Harassment at Work Guide, UNISON, UK 
• Cut Stress, not jobs leaflet, UNISON, UK 
• Guarding Against Stress Toolkit, UNISON, UK 
• OSH Union Guide for the Waste and recycling sector, GMB, UK 
• OSH Union Guide for Cleaners, GMB, UK 
• Behavioural Safety. A briefing for workplace representatives, TUC, UK 
• Covid-19 Best Practices for Library Workers, AFSCME, USA 
• COVID-19 & Social Assistance Workers: Preparing for Visits with Your Clients, AFSCME, USA 
• Workplace Inspection Guide, CUPE, Canada 
• Refusing unsafe work Fact Sheet, CUPE, Canada 

 
 

Additional information: 
This activity is carried out in completion of the Action Plan for PSI’s LRG Network 2022-2027.  Consider engaging your 

union’s expertise in the priority topics identified in the programme and Action Plan by writing to:  

• Daria Cibrario, PSI LRG Officer at: daria.cibrario@world-psi.org or 

PSI LRG and Municipal Services at: lrg-municipal@world-psi.org  

 

https://www.unison.org.uk/content/uploads/2016/12/24159.pdf
https://www.unison.org.uk/content/uploads/2022/02/21828.pdf
https://www.unison.org.uk/content/uploads/2017/10/24660.pdf
https://www.gmb.org.uk/sites/default/files/WASTE%20guide.pdf
https://www.gmb.org.uk/sites/default/files/CLEANERS%20guide.pdf
https://www.tuc.org.uk/sites/default/files/BehaviouralSafety.pdf
https://afscmestaff.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/COVID-19-Best-Practices-for-Library-Workers.pdf
https://afscmestaff.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/AFSCME-Facts-Preparing-for-Visits.pdf
https://cupe.ca/sites/default/files/kit_workplace_inspection_guide_2018_08_08.pdf
https://cupe.ca/sites/default/files/kit_committee_fact_sheet_refusing_unsafe_work_2015_en.pdf
https://pop-umbrella.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/36b636b4-eab3-42fc-94d2-5f6d82af6e9e_2021_EN_LRG_Conf_Action_Plan.pdf
mailto:daria.cibrario@world-psi.org
mailto:lrg-municipal@world-psi.org

